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The sixth issue of  our bimonthly faces a daunting task. It is charged with famil-
iarizing readers with a topic that is relatively little–known among Polish journals.  
It is devoted to the diverse aspects of  green human resource management. Thus, 
we would like to engage specialists in HRM in undertaking a direction of  research 
and scientific inquiry that is, perhaps, new under Polish conditions. We present four 
articles dedicated to selected questions in the area of  green HRM, inclusive of  field 
studies.

The introductory article is a text prepared by the scientific editor of  this issue. 
It is based on foreign topical literature and is intended to introduce the reader to  
a colorful area, i.e. green HRM—human resource management in the green econ-
omy or, as it is also formulated in literature, an economy whose goal is to achieve 
a state of  sustainable development. The objective of  this introductory article is to 
explain the nomenclature used in green HRM, demonstrate the complexity of  this 
new concept, and show certain related controversies. Thanks to this it will be pos-
sible to follow, at least to a certain extent, the state of  advancement of  interest in 
green HRM not only in European countries, but also on other continents.

In the successive indicative article its author (Karl–Friedrich Ackermann) 
lays stress on the empirical side of  green HRM and intends to demonstrate the 
reasons for and scope of  implementation of  the practice in companies active in  
a market economy. He points to economic and extra–economic benefits that may 
be achieved by companies as well as employees thanks to the implementation of  
green HRM practices. He asks if  green HRM is a contemporary obligatory fact, the 
end product of  a situation forcing companies, or merely something that it would 
be good to have. In answering a question that was put in that way, he comes to the 
conclusion that most companies treat green HRM as a part of  their policies relat-
ing to corporate social responsibility (CSR). This signifies a voluntary corporate 
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strategy taking into account social interest groups, the natural environment, and 
stakeholders, taking the decision to bear responsibility for the impact of  decisions 
and actions taken on society and Man’s natural environment. This is the group of  
companies for which green HRM is something that is pleasant to introduce where 
there is no coercion. However, coercion does apply to innovative companies that, 
in order to operate, must aim at green HRM practices. There is yet a third category 
of  organizations for which green HRM is a result of  the need to observe applied 
legal norms.

We have also included two articles that make reference to certain dimensions 
(areas) of  green human resource management. The first of  these (by E. Beck–Krali 
and K. Klimczewicz) is devoted to motivational programs supporting pro–environ-
mental actions on the part of  employees. On the basis of  topical literature, the au-
thors analyzed the area of  green and sustainable HRM, including remuneration, and 
presented classifications found in the practice of  motivational programs supporting 
pro–environmental efforts. The last of  the articles (by Ł. Kozar) makes reference to 
research on Polish practice in ways of  molding environmental competences among 
employees.

A discussion on two interesting articles that appeared at the end of  2017 on 
matters currently being investigated by researchers into green HRM serve as a sup-
plement to the content of  this issue. Polish national achievements, though rather 
modest as to green HRM, have a place in the broader field of  consideration relating 
to sustainable development and the green economy. It is in this area that several 
conferences were organized around the country. We provide brief  information re-
garding them in the “Chronicle, Information” section. As in every issue, we also 
present an overview of  the newest topical literature as well as a “Glossary of  HRM 
Concepts.”

I hope that the content of  the 6/2017 issue of  Human Resource Management will 
serve our readers as inspiration for discussions and further research and shall play 
a role in perfecting practice in the field of  green HRM and sustainable develop-
ment.

Prof. Bogusława Urbaniak, Ph.D., Habil., University of  Łódź
Issue Scientific Editor
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